
AN OVERVIEW OF KABUKI A JAPANESE THEATER FORM

Kabuki, traditional Japanese popular drama with singing and dancing performed in a highly it has been a major theatrical
form in Japan for almost four centuries .

As the culture struggled to adapt to the influx of foreign ideas and influence, actors strove to increase the
reputation of kabuki among the upper classes and to adapt the traditional styles to modern tastes. The
government thought that the actresses were causing a decline in public morals so they got young men to take
their places. Bugaku and Noh have a fragile elegance and an extreme subtlety of movement. Start Your Free
Trial Today Bugaku , the dance ceremony of the imperial court, and the Noh theatre , both of great antiquity,
were long the exclusive domain of the nobility and the warrior class known as samurai; Kabuki became the
theatre of the townspeople and the farmers. In some distant village, Far from the world of prying folk, In
secret I would love. Earle Ernst traces the Confucian, conservative bakufu or shogunate, words used to
describe the form of Tokugawa military government attempts to control the kabuki scene: since kabuki was a
commercial theatre for the lower classes, they constantly had to adapt: "this requisite pattern for survival also
made the kabuki a theatre lacking precise dramatic form, embodying various styles of acting, irregular, racy,
violent, and, at times, sensational and cheap" 2. Shively notes, however, the bakufu's meddling was a prime
factor in the development of the form: "the bakufu must be given credit for accelerating or even causing the
turn from vaudeville and burlesque toward dramatic art, from one-act dance pieces at best toward dramatically
structured plays of five acts or more. What is it? Those who devoted themselves to its interests were men
without honourable employment and women from the prostitute quarters. Plays are a presentation of
emotional situations, commentary on society, moral conflicts, love stories, conspiracies, and historical events.
The last thirty years of the Tokugawa shogunate's rule is often referred to as the Saruwaka-machi period.
Topics of Plays: There is a variety of topics ranging from realistic tragic drama to adventure. It involves
elaborately designed costumes, eye-catching make-up, outlandish wigs, and arguably most importantly, the
exaggerated actions performed by the actors. One such entertainer, as the legend goes, was a Shinto priestess
named Okuni, who began to dance for passersby. As a result, in the Kabuki-za, one of Tokyo's best known
kabuki theaters, began year-round performances [23] and, in , began marketing kabuki cinema films. Dramatic
skill of a high order took the place of personal grace and of sex appeal upon the Kabuki stage. It closely
resembles its predecessor except for a skyscraper that now stands above it. The history of Kabuki is worthy of
more careful investigation, for in its development are found elements of all preceding forms of the Japanese
drama, and, in spite of serious abuses, those essentials of popular co-operation without which no truly national
drama can evolve. The theatre stresses the importance of the play itself, trying to maintain the historical
tradition and to preserve Kabuki as a classical form. A day's performance is usually divided into two or three
segments one in the early afternoon and one towards the evening , and each segment is further divided into
acts. Because Kabuki programs ran from morning to evening and many spectators often attended for only a
single play or scene, there was a constant coming and going in the theatre. Kabuki became a common form of
entertainment in the ukiyo , or Yoshiwara , [6] the registered red-light district in Edo.


